Barry Bonds’ induction to Baseball Hall of Fame no matter what it does

People will no doubt complain about the inductees to the Baseball Hall of Fame this year, and there’s a chance they’ll be right about some of it. But in the grand scheme of things, it’s a small price to pay for baseball writers finally making amends for a bad mistake.

Bonds is the greatest hitter of all time, and his credentials are undeniable. But Bonds, like other players who used performance-enhancing drugs, was denied Hall of Fame entry. It’s an error that may never be corrected.

The tally of candidates who have been denied entry because of PED usage isn’t as long as it could/would have been. Barry White, Barry Black and others were denied entry because it was believed their careers would have been better if they hadn’t used PEDs. They deserve to be in the Hall of Fame just as much as Bonds and others.

That list includes players like Hank Aaron, whose performances were never challenged. The list also includes players who have been proven to have used PEDs, like Mark McGwire, but never had their records challenged.

In addition to Bonds, two other players who have been denied entry because of PED usage are now in the Hall of Fame. McGwire was inducted in 2015, and Mike Piazza was inducted in 2016. McGwire’s and Piazza’s cases are a bit different because they have admitted to using PEDs, and their careers were never challenged.

What would a Baseball Hall of Fame election process look like?

Here are 6 steps toward a better Hall of Fame election process:

1. Have them conduct a thorough discussion of each nominee she considers hall-of-fame worthy. This would have to include her opinions on each player, and why she thinks they merit Hall of Fame entry.
2. Put their selections on the ballot with the general manager and the field manager. This would include putting her selections on the ballot at the same time as the general manager and the field manager.
3. Allow them to conduct a thorough discussion of each nominee she considers hall-of-fame worthy. This would also include putting her selections on the ballot at the same time as the general manager and the field manager.
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